Lack of Common Sense
The Pittsburgh Sierra Club introduced me to the outdoors. Hikes
through the woods, canoe trips through the mountains, and cross country
skiing through the woods - all became part of my life. One trip stands out
because I never would have done it on my own.
Our group planned an overnight cross country skiing trip to Chestnut
Ridge State Park in West Virginia. Our lodging would be rustic cabins
heated by wood burning stoves. The weekend forecast, unfortunately,
predicted a high of 0 and a low of minus15 degrees.
Fortunately, my wardrobe included a down parka and thermal
underwear. A wool shirt and flannel jeans provided the second layer.
Gaiters protected my ski boots and glove liners protected my fingers
inside down mittens. Over my head went a knitted cap with a flap that
covered most of my face. The heat generated by skiing would keep me
warm enough. My sleeping bag, by contrast, worked only on summer
nights.
In preparation for the trip, I visited an outfitter that sold and rented
warmer sleeping bags. To pick the proper bag, I explained our trip and the
predicted weather.

"That shows a lot of guts," said the outfitter. "Or a lack of common sense,"
I responded. Undaunted, I rented a warmer sleeping bag.
When the skiing got underway, no one complained about the cold.
The strong skiers surged ahead. The slower ones, myself included, did our
best to keep up. Within minutes of starting, everyone felt warm from the
exercise - one of the wonders of cross country skiing.
As the sun sank in the west, we all gathered in one of the rustic
cabins for a spaghetti meal. Afterwards, someone suggested a moonlight
ski. Several warmed to the idea, then thought better of it. I decided on a
short trip around the cabin. The moon shone bright, reflecting oﬀ the snow
that carpeted the forest. The quiet woods and the moonlight combined to
make a magical landscape. I ventured a hundred yards from the cabin and
took my time returning.
By the time I got back, people were retiring for the night. My sleeping
bag lay on a bed in the second cabin. It had a wood stove with a broken
grate, making it hard to start a fire. After many eﬀorts, the fire started,
warming the cabin enough for sleep inside the winter sleeping bags.
In the morning it was hard to leave the sleeping bags, but the
women wanted the place to themselves so they could dress. The men
gallantly went to the other cabin where breakfast awaited them. After
breakfast it was time to pack and take one last skiing trip.

The skis came on after everything was packed. Shifting weight from
one ski to the other, the rhythm quickly returned along with the warmth of
moving limbs. We glided quietly through woods asleep for the winter, an
experience common to cross country skiing trips.
Uncommon were the rustic cabins and the temperatures we faced.
The cold temperatures and lack of common sense made the trip
memorable. The moonlight ski, however, made it magical.

